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(54) A colour corrected laser Illumination system for night vision applications

(57) A lighting system for night vision applications
including a near infrared light source 20, a visible light
source 22, a beamsplitter 24 and an optical element 104
is disclosed. The beamsplitter 24 is arranged to reflect

light emitting from either the near infrared light source
20 or the visible light source 24 and transmit light emit-
ting from the other of the near infrared light source 20
or visible light source 22 so as to produce a colour-cor-
rected light source.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to night vision
systems, and particularly concerns a colour corrected
laser illumination system for night vision applications.
[0002] Conventional lighting systems used in automo-
tive vehicle applications such as headlights and taillights
utilize an incandescent bulb with a reflector. The light
emitted by the incandescent bulb is generally collimated
by the reflector. The incandescent bulb is used to gen-
erate light in the visible spectrum for headlight and tail-
light applications. Active night vision systems typically
require near-infrared emission that is compatible with
solid-state CCD or CMOS cameras to illuminate the re-
gion forward of the vehicle.
[0003] Advances in the solid-state lasers have given
rise to thin-sheet lighting systems for use in taillight and
active night vision systems. The thin sheet systems re-
quire less space than bulb and reflector systems. Fur-
thermore, laser diodes are more energy efficient and re-
liable than incandescent bulbs. A challenge in thin-sheet
lighting systems is to rapidly spread the laser light over
a sufficiently wide area to meet spatial illumination re-
quirements for good visibility and, at the same time, eye
safety requirements as mandated under laws governing
such applications.
[0004] U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 09/688,992
entitled "Thin-Sheet Collimation Optics for Diode laser
Illumination Systems For Use In Night Vision And Exte-
rior Lighting Applications" filed October 17, 2000 de-
scribes thin-sheet collimation optics which can be used
to produce eye-safe, diode laser-based lamps for night
vision applications. The emission patterns of optics such
as disclosed in the referenced application are similar to
those of "high-beam" headlamps in that they project far
forward to illuminate objects at long range and also pro-
vide spread-light for illuminating objects at close range
on either side of the vehicle.
[0005] For most night vision applications, the laser
emission wavelength is typically in the near infrared
range (800-900 nm), which is well outside the spectrum
of light visible to the human eye (400-700 nm). Moreo-
ver, although the human eye is extremely insensitive to
near infrared light, it may be possible under certain con-
ditions for a driver to perceive a near infrared night vision
laser headlamp of an approaching vehicle as a dim red
light. Current government guidelines prohibit the use by
a non-law-enforcement or non-emergency vehicle of
any forward lighting device that could be perceived as
"red" by other vehicle operators. Thus, there exists a
need for "colour corrected" laser headlamps for night vi-
sion applications that could not be perceived as red light
by other vehicle operators.
[0006] It is an object of this invention to provide an
improved lighting system for night vision applications
[0007] According to the invention there is provided a
lighting system for night vision applications character-
ised in that the system comprises a near infrared light

source, a visible, non-red light source and means to uti-
lise the light emitted from the two light sources and pro-
duce a desired colour corrected light emission pattern.
[0008] According to one embodiment of the invention
the means to utilise the light emitted from the two light
sources comprises a beamsplitter arranged to reflect
light emitting from one of the near infrared light source
or visible light source and transmit light emitting from the
other of the near infrared light source or visible light
source so as to produce a colour-corrected light source
and an optical element disposed a distance from the col-
our-corrected light source, the optical element having
an input surface for receiving light from the colour-cor-
rected light source and an output surface for emitting
the received light in a desired emission pattern.
[0009] The beamsplitter may comprise one of a dich-
roic beamsplitter adapted to reflect near infrared light
wavelengths and transmit visible light wavelengths and
a holographic notch filter adapted to reflect near infrared
light wavelengths.
[0010] The system may further comprise a second op-
tical element disposed between the colour-corrected
light source and the optical element, the second optical
element transmitting the colour-corrected light in a di-
vergent emission pattern toward the optical element in-
put surface.
[0011] The second optical element may be a diffuser.
[0012] The optical element output surface may be ap-
proximately perpendicular to the input surface, and the
optical element comprises a stepped surface angled be-
tween the input surface and the output surface, the
stepped surface having a plurality of reflecting facets ar-
ranged such that the light is reflected by the plurality of
reflecting facets in passing from the input surface to the
output surface.
[0013] The optical element may comprise a thin-sheet
optical element disposed a distance from the colour-cor-
rected light source, the optical element having an input
surface for receiving light from the colour-corrected light
source, an output surface approximately perpendicular
to the input surface for emitting the received light, and
a stepped surface angled between the input surface and
the output surface, the stepped surface having a plural-
ity of reflecting facets arranged such that the light is re-
flected by the plurality of reflecting facets in passing from
the input surface to the output surface
[0014] The optical element may comprise a thin-sheet
optical element comprising an aspherical entrance sur-
face for collimating light passing through the entrance
surface, a substantially planar exit surface generally
perpendicular to an axis of symmetry of the entrance
surface, and a stepped surface opposing the substan-
tially planar exit surface having a plurality of steps gen-
erally parallel to the exit surface separated by associat-
ed angled facets disposed at an angle to reflect the light
passing through the entrance surface and out the exit
surface.
[0015] The system may further comprise a camera
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adapted to receive near infrared light from the near in-
frared light source reflected off an object within a camera
field of view.
[0016] The system may further comprise a display ar-
ranged to receive data from the camera and display the
detected objects.
[0017] The near infrared light source may be a laser
diode transmitting light wavelengths between approxi-
mately 800nm-900nm and the visible light source is a
light source emitting light having wavelengths between
approximately 400-600 nm.
[0018] The visible light source may comprise one of
an incandescent light source, a white-light emitting light
emitting diode, a green light emitting diode and an am-
ber light emitting diode.
[0019] The night vision system may comprise a near
infrared light source, a non-red visible light source, a
beamsplitter arranged to reflect light emitting from one
of the near infrared light source or visible light source
and transmit light emitting from the other of the near in-
frared light source or visible light source so as to pro-
duce a colour-corrected light source, a thin-sheet optical
element disposed a distance from the colour-corrected
light source, the optical element having an input surface
for receiving light from the colour-corrected light source,
an output surface approximately perpendicular to the in-
put surface for emitting the received light, and a stepped
surface angled between the input surface and the output
surface, the stepped surface having a plurality of reflect-
ing facets arranged such that the light is reflected by the
plurality of reflecting facets in passing from the input sur-
face to the output surface, a camera adapted to receive
near infrared light from the near infrared light source re-
flected off an object within a camera field of view and a
display adapted to receive data from the camera and
display the detected objects.
[0020] According to a second embodiment the means
to utilise the light emitted from the two light sources and
produce a desired colour corrected light emission pat-
tern comprises a first optical element disposed a dis-
tance from the near infrared light source, the first optical
element having an input surface for receiving light from
the near infrared light source and an output surface for
emitting the received light in a desired emission pattern
and a second optical element disposed a distance from
the visible light source, the second optical element hav-
ing an input surface for receiving light from the visible
light source and an output surface for emitting the re-
ceived light in a desired emission pattern, the first and
second optical elements being arranged such that the
emission patterns of each optical element are substan-
tially identical and overlapping to form a single colour-
corrected light emission pattern.
[0021] The first and second optical elements may
comprise substantially planar, thin-sheet optical ele-
ments and the first and second optical elements may be
substantially identical and arranged in parallel.
[0022] The near infrared light source may comprise a

laser diode transmitting light wavelengths between ap-
proximately 800nm-900nm and the visible light source
may comprise an incandescent or LED light source
emitting light in a visible spectrum.
[0023] The visible light source may comprise one of
an incandescent light source, a white-light emitting light
emitting diode, a green light emitting diode and an am-
ber light emitting diode.
[0024] The output surface of each of the first and sec-
ond optical elements may be approximately perpendic-
ular to the input surface and each optical element may
comprise a stepped surface angled between the input
surface and the output surface, the stepped surface
having a plurality of reflecting facets arranged such that
the light is reflected by the plurality of reflecting facets
in passing from the input surface to the output surface.
[0025] Each of the first and second optical elements
may comprise a thin-sheet optical element comprising
an aspherical entrance surface for collimating light
passing through the entrance surface, a substantially
planar exit surface generally perpendicular to an axis of
symmetry of the entrance surface, and a stepped sur-
face opposing the substantially planar exit surface hav-
ing a plurality of steps generally parallel to the exit sur-
face separated by associated angled facets disposed at
an angle to reflect the light passing through the entrance
surface and out the exit surface.
[0026] The system may further comprise a camera
adapted to receive near infrared light from the near in-
frared light source reflected off an object within a camera
field of view.
[0027] The system may further comprise a display ar-
ranged to receive data from the camera and display the
detected objects.
[0028] The present invention is advantageous in that
it provides a mechanism for masking the near infrared
light emitted by the night vision system such that the
light cannot be perceived as red light by other vehicle
operators.
[0029] Another advantage of the present invention is
that it provides an optically efficient optical element ca-
pable of producing a desirable, broad illumination pat-
tern.
[0030] According to a second aspect of the invention
there is provided a night vision system characterised in
that the system comprises a lighting system in accord-
ance with the first aspect of the invention, a camera
adapted to receive near infrared light from the near in-
frared light source reflected off an object within a field
of view of the camera and a display arranged to receive
data from the camera and display the detected objects.
[0031] The invention will now be described by way of
example with reference to the accompanying drawing
of which:-

Figure 1 is a schematic block diagram of one em-
bodiment of the present invention utilized in an ac-
tive night vision system;
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Figure 2 is a schematic block diagram of the colour
corrected light source according to one embodi-
ment of the present invention;

Figure 3 is a side view of a first embodiment of an
optical element for use with the colour corrected
lighting system;

Figure 4 is a front view of the optical element of Fig-
ure 3;

Figure 5 is a side view of a second embodiment of
an optical element for use with the colour corrected
lighting system; and

Figure 6 is a front view of the optical element of Fig-
ure 5.

[0032] While the present invention is described with
respect to an active night vision system for a vehicle,
the present invention may be adapted and utilized for
other applications where a near infrared light source is
utilized.
[0033] In the following description, various operating
parameters and components are described for one con-
structed embodiment. These specific parameters and
components are included as examples and are not
meant to be limiting.
[0034] Referring now to the drawings wherein like ref-
erence numerals are used to identify identical compo-
nents in the various views, Figure 1 illustrates a sche-
matic block diagram of the present invention utilized in
an active night vision system. In this example, the colour
corrected light source 10 is used to generate a near in-
frared light. An optical element 104, such as a thin-sheet
optical element, receives the light through an input sur-
face 106. The light is reflected inside the optical element
104 and transmitted through an output surface 110. A
lens, diffuser, holographic plate, pillow optics, diffractive
optics, or any other optical device may be positioned ad-
jacent or adjoining the output surface 110 to manipulate
the laser light to create a desired illumination pattern
ahead of the night vision system. Alternatively, the op-
tical element 104 can be designed to emit the desired
illumination pattern by itself.
[0035] Light emitted from the output surface 110 of the
optics 104 illuminates objects such as object 12 within
the field of view of the night vision system. Object 12
reflects the laser light back towards the night vision sys-
tem. Optical elements 14 process the light reflected from
object 12 and communicate the desired light data to a
camera 16. The camera 16 processes the light data and
presents it to a display 18 such that the object informa-
tion can be made known to the system user. Optics 14
typically includes a narrow band filter to shield the cam-
era 16 from light outside the range of interest, i.e., the
near infrared range.
[0036] Referring now to Figure 2 there is shown a

schematic diagram of the colour corrected light source
10 and the optical element 14 of Figure 1. The colour
corrected light source includes a near infrared light
source 20, colour correcting light source 22, and a dich-
roic beam splitter 24. The near infrared source 20 can
comprise an LED or diode laser which emits light in the
near infrared range of approximately 800 to 900 nm. The
NIR source 20 is the primary light source used in the
night vision system for illuminating objects in the night
vision system field of view.
[0037] The colour correcting visible light source 22
can include an incandescent filament, a halogen bulb,
a LED or any other similar light source that provides light
across at least a portion of the visible spectrum of light.
Preferably, the light source 22 emits light in a region of
the visible spectrum other than red light although the red
wavelengths can be included in the light spectrum emit-
ted by light source 22. In one embodiment, the light
source 22 is a green or amber LED, with the emission
intensity selected such that, when combined with the
NIR source 20, a white or other non-red image is per-
ceived by the human visual system.
[0038] The beam splitter 24 in the example of Figure
2, is arranged such that it has a large reflectivity at the
wavelength of the NIR source 20 but is transparent for
all other wavelengths. Thus, light from the NIR source
20, which is incident on the beam splitter 24, is reflected
towards the optical element 104. Light from the light
source 22, however, passes through beam splitter 24
and is also directed towards the optical element 104.
Thus, optical element 104 receives the combined light
provided by NIR source 20 and light source 22. In one
example, the beam splitter 24 is a dichroic beam splitter
comprised of a glass or plastic substrate covered with
a multi-layer dielectric-stack interference coating. Alter-
natively, the beam splitter 24 can be a holographic notch
filter designed to reflect light at the wavelength of the
NIR source 20.
[0039] With regard to Figure 2, the beam splitter 24
can alternately be configured to be transparent to the
NIR light source 20 and reflective for the white-light
source 22. In such a case, the relative positions of the
NIR source 20 and light source 22 would be reversed
from that shown in Figure 2. The beam splitter would be
reflective at the wavelengths other than red and transmit
the NIR source through to the optical element 104. Thus,
the combined NIR source and reflected wavelengths
would combine in the optical element 104 to emit a non-
red perceived light.
[0040] A diffuser 26 may be included to spread the
combined light across the input surface 106 of the opti-
cal element 104. Facets within the optical element 104
then direct the light into the desired beam pattern. The
white-light source 22 is also made to exit the optical el-
ement 104 in the same beam pattern as the NIR source
light.
[0041] Two optical elements could also comprise op-
tical element 104. In such a case, each light source can
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be directed to a respective optical element to form re-
spective beam patterns. The respective beam patterns
are preferably substantially identical such that the re-
spective light sources 20, 22 are combined in a single
light pattern.
[0042] In operation, because the white-light source 22
is being emitted in the same beam pattern as the NIR
source 20, the resulting illumination output will be per-
ceived as white-light, or at least non-red light, by oper-
ators of vehicles approaching in the opposite direction
or vehicle operators in front of the vehicle equipped with
such a night vision system.
[0043] In the following Figures, the colour corrected
laser light source for night vision applications is de-
scribed with respect to specific embodiments for the op-
tical element 104 for creating beam patterns for the col-
our corrected light source.
[0044] Referring now to Figure 3, there is shown a
side view of a first embodiment of the optical element
for the colour corrected lighting system. Figure 4 is a
front view of the optical elements of Figure 3. In the ex-
amples of Figures 3 and 4, two thin-sheet optical ele-
ments 104, 105 are arranged such that they emit their
light in the same direction. A first optical element 104 is
used to transmit the light from the near infrared light
source 20, and the second optical element 105 is used
to transmit the light from the light source 22 in substan-
tially the same pattern as the light from NIR source 20.
Alternatively, as shown in Figures 1 and 2, the NIR
source 20 and light source 22 could be combined into a
single colour corrected light source 10 by use of the di-
chroic beam splitter 24 and, thus, only a single optical
element 104 would be necessary to create the com-
bined beam pattern.
[0045] Referring again to Figures 3 and 4, light emit-
ted from the NIR source 20 and light source 22 each
have associated first and second divergent emission an-
gles 202, 206. The first divergent emission angle is typ-
ically on the order of 35°, while the second divergent
emission angle 206 is typically on the order of 10°. How-
ever, the first and second divergent emission angles
202, 206 may be larger or smaller depending upon the
type and design of the respective light sources 20, 22.
The optical elements 104, 105 take advantage of these
divergent angles 202, 206 to spatially expand the light
sources emission patterns without requiring additional
optics commonly found in other designs. Of course, oth-
er types of light sources 20, 22 which emit divergent light
at other wavelengths may be used within the scope of
the present invention.
[0046] The NIR source 20 and white-light source 22
are positioned away from the optical elements 104, 105
by a predetermined distance as indicated by distance
300. Predetermined distance 300 is chosen so that the
light spatially expands a desired amount along a direc-
tion parallel to a width of the optical element 104, 105.
The width of the optical element is indicated by dimen-
sion 302.

[0047] Optical element 105 is in all aspects identical
to optical element 104 and, thus, only optical element
104 will be described in detail below.
[0048] In the example shown, the light fills the input
surface 106 in the width 302 direction. When used in a
night vision system, a preferred width 302 of the optical
element 104 is approximately 50mm. Larger and small-
er widths 302 may be used within the scope of the
present invention as required by the particular applica-
tion.
[0049] Input surface 106 of optical element 104 has
an aspherical curve to collimate the light as it enters the
optical element 104. Collimation is accomplished in a
plane parallel to the output surface 110 and along a di-
rection parallel to a length of the optical element 104.
The length is indicated by dimension 304.
[0050] Figure 4 is a front view of the NIR light source
20 and white light source 22 and optical elements 104,
105 shown in Figure 3. The light emitted from the light
sources 20, 22 spatially expands over predetermined
distance 300 along a direction parallel to a depth of the
optical element 104. The depth of optical element 104
is indicated by dimension 306 shown in Figure 3.
[0051] In the preferred embodiment, the light fills the
input surface 106 in the depth 306 direction. Depth 306
of the optical element 104 generally ranges from around
5mm to around 10mm. Thicker and thinner depths 306
may be used within the scope of the present invention.
For example, depth 306 could be made as thin as one
millimetre.
[0052] Input surface 106 of optical element 104 may
have curvature along the depth 306 direction to colli-
mate the light in a plane perpendicular to the output sur-
face. Collimation is accomplished along a direction par-
allel to the length 304 of the optical element 104 in a
plane perpendicular to the output surface 110.
[0053] Stepped surface 108 is formed in the optical
element 104 generally angled between input surface
106 and output surface 110. As viewed in Figure 3, the
stepped surface 108 spans between the bottom of input
surface 106 to the far side of output surface 110.
[0054] Stepped surface 108 is formed with multiple
facets 122a-e arranged in a stair-like configuration. Fac-
et 122a is the lowest facet 122 of the stair and the closest
facet 122 to input surface 106. Facet 122e is the highest
facet 122 of the stair and the furthest facet 122 from in-
put surface 106. Facets 122 are separated from each
other by flat regions 124. Flat regions 124 are arranged
to be parallel to the output surface 110.
[0055] Each facet 122 is formed at an angle with re-
spect to the output surface 110. In the preferred embod-
iment, all of the facets 122 are set at a 45° angle to re-
flect the light towards output surface 110 along a direc-
tion normal to the output surface 110. other angles may
be used, including different angles for different faces
122 to produce variations in the illumination pattern.
[0056] All of the facets 122 are designed to reflect the
collimated light using total internal reflection. Total inter-
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nal reflection of light occurs in an optical medium where
an incident angle θ of light upon a surface exceeds a
critical angle θC given by equation

wherein n1 is the index of refraction of a surround-
ing medium and n2 is the index of refraction of the optical
medium.
[0057] In the preferred embodiment, the optical ele-
ment 104 is fabricated from a polycarbonate having an
index of refraction of approximately n2 = 1.489. Further-
more, the surrounding medium is air with an index of
refraction of unity (n1 = 1). This produces a critical angle
of approximately θc = 42°. With the facets 122 angled
at 45° with respect to the incident light, then the light will
reflect from the facets by the process of total internal
reflection.
[0058] Some applications within the scope of the
present invention may require the facets 122 to be an-
gled less than the critical angle. In these cases, a layer
of reflective material, such as metal, may be deposed
on the outside of the stepped surface 108. Alternatively,
other transparent optical materials having other indices
of refraction may be used including, but not limited to
acrylic, plastic and glass.
[0059] The number of facets 122 and the size of each
facet 122 is application specific. In general, there should
be at least three or more facets 122. Increasing the
number of facets 122 increases the uniformity of the il-
lumination pattern emitted through the output surface
110 at the cost of a thicker optical element 104. Uniform-
ity of the illumination pattern can be improved by slightly
curving the facets 122 in one or more directions so that
they cause a slight dispersion of the light as they reflect
the light.
[0060] The effect of the optical element 104 is to dis-
perse the optical energy emitted from the light sources
20, 22 over a large area. Using the preferred dimensions
of 50mm for width 302, 125mm for length 304 and 5mm
for depth 306, the optical element 104 has an input sur-
face area to output surface area ratio of 4%. Ignoring
optical losses, this translates into the optical irradiance
exiting the output surface 110 that is on average twenty-
five times smaller than what is entering the input surface
106. This ratio can be changed by changing the optical
element's dimensions 302, 304 and 306. For example,
increasing the depth to 12.5mm changes the ratio to
10%. Decreasing the depth to 1.25mm decreases the
ratio to 1%. This ratio can be adjusted to provide a de-
sired optical irradiance at the output surface 110.
[0061] Referring now to Figures 5 and 6, there is
shown an alternate embodiment for the optical element
104. In the examples of Figures 5 and 6, only a single
optical element is shown to transmit the light from the
colour corrected light source 10, which includes the NIR

θC = sin-1(n1 ÷ n2) (1)

source 20 and white-light source 22 and beam splitter
24 (Figure 2). Depending upon the divergent angles of
the emitted light from the colour corrected light source
10, a diffuser may also be required to fill the input sur-
face 106 with light from the light source 10.
[0062] The optical element 104' has a generally
wedge-shaped output surface 110'. Facets 122' follow
along arcs at various radii about a central axis 126 nor-
mal to the output surface 110'. Likewise, input surface
106' follows an arc about the central axis 126.
[0063] In this embodiment, the colour corrected
source 10 is positioned with its output at the central axis
126. As light spreads out from the light source 10 in the
first divergent angle 202, it enters the optical element
104' perpendicular to the input surface 106' as meas-
ured in the plane parallel to the output surface 110'. Input
surface 106' allows the light to continue to diverge at the
first divergent emission angle 202 inside the optical el-
ement 104'. There is no need to collimate the light in the
plane parallel to the output surface 110'.
[0064] Preferably, the angle formed by the wedge
shape matches or exceeds the first divergent emission
angle. This is done so that the input surface 106' gathers
all or most of the incident light.
[0065] Similar to the first embodiment, the input sur-
face 106' may be curved to collimate the light in a plane
perpendicular to the output surface 110'. Here again, the
depth 306' of the optical element 106' is chosen so that
the input surface 106' gathers all or most of the light
along the second divergent emission angle 206.
[0066] It may be impractical in some applications to
mount the light source 10 the predetermined distance
300 from the input surface. In these cases, fibre optics
may be used to remotely locate the colour corrected light
source 10. An optical difference caused by fibre optics
is that the first divergent angle 202 and the second di-
vergent angle 206 are usually the same thus producing
a common divergent angle. This common divergent an-
gle generally ranges from 10° to 40° full-width-at-half-
maximum intensity. Consequently, the depth 306 of the
optical element 104 should match the width 302.
[0067] In another embodiment, a lens, holographic
plate, diffractive optics, or other suitable second optical
element may be disposed between the fibre optics and
the input surface 106 of the optical element 104 to mod-
ify the common divergent emission angle to reproduce
the first divergent emission angle 202 and second diver-
gent emission angle 206, or any other divergent emis-
sion angles.
[0068] In other examples, the angle of each of the in-
dividual facets 122 can be made slightly different to
cause a divergence in the illumination pattern. The out-
put surface 110 may be formed as a micro-lens array,
and a holographic light-shaping diffuser can be attached
to the output surface 110. Similar changes may be made
to the input surface 106, facets 122, and output surface
110 to cause a divergence in the illumination pattern
along the width 302 direction.
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[0069] Therefore in summary the present invention
provides a colour corrected laser illumination system for
night vision applications. A colour corrected laser illumi-
nation system in accordance with one embodiment of
the invention includes a lighting system for night vision
applications including a near infrared light source, a vis-
ible light source, a beamsplitter and an optical element.
The beamsplitter is arranged to reflect light emitting from
either the near infrared light source or the visible light
source and transmit light emitting from the other of the
near infrared light source or visible light source so as to
combine the light from the two sources. The result is a
combined, colour-corrected light source. The optical el-
ement is disposed a predetermined distance from the
colour-corrected light source. The optical element in-
cludes an input surface for receiving light from the col-
our-corrected light source and an output surface for
emitting the received light in a desired emission pattern.
[0070] In one embodiment, each of the near infrared
light source and visible light source are associated with
respective first and second optical elements. The first
and second optical elements are arranged such that the
emission patterns of each optical element are substan-
tially identical and overlapping to form a single colour-
corrected light emission pattern.
[0071] In one embodiment, the colour corrected laser
illumination system includes a thin-sheet optical ele-
ment to provide an illumination pattern similar for use in
a night vision system. With regard to the optical element,
light enters the optical element through an input surface
and exits the optical element through an output surface
that is substantially perpendicular to the input surface.
A stepped surface of the optical element is angled be-
tween the input surface and the output surface to inter-
sect the light. Multiple facets are formed in the stepped
surface to reflect the light toward the output surface. The
facets, input surface and output surface are arranged
such that light reflects from only the facets in passing
from the input surface to the output surface. The result
is that the divergent emission pattern of the light emitted
from the source is manipulated into a broader illumina-
tion pattern emitted from the output surface. In one em-
bodiment, the facets are arranged in a striped pattern
paralleling a narrow dimension of a rectangular shape.
In such a case, the input surface has a curvilinear shape
to collimate the light in a first plane parallel to the output
surface. In another embodiment, the facets are ar-
ranged along arcs about an axis normal to the output
surface.
[0072] From the foregoing, it can be seen that there
has been brought to the art a new and improved colour
corrected laser light for active night vision applications.
While the invention has been described in connection
with one or more embodiments, it should be understood
that the invention is not limited to those embodiments.
For example, the colour corrected light source can be
used with numerous alternate optical elements to
achieve any desired emission pattern for illuminating

objects.
[0073] It will be appreciated that various alternatives,
modifications and equivalents could be constructed
without departing from the scope of the invention.

Claims

1. A lighting system for night vision applications char-
acterised in that the system comprises a near in-
frared light source (20), a visible, non-red light
source (22) and means (24, 104, 105, 104') to utilise
the light emitted from the two light sources (20, 22)
and produce a desired colour corrected light emis-
sion pattern.

2. A lighting system as claimed in claim 1 wherein the
means to utilise the light emitted from the two light
sources comprises a beamsplitter (24) arranged to
reflect light emitting from one of the near infrared
light source (20) or visible light source (22) and
transmit light emitting from the other of the near in-
frared light source (20) or visible light source (22)
so as to produce a colour-corrected light source and
an optical element (104) disposed a distance from
the colour-corrected light source, the optical ele-
ment (104) having an input surface (106) for receiv-
ing light from the colour-corrected light source and
an output surface (110) for emitting the received
light in a desired emission pattern.

3. A lighting system as claimed in claim 2 wherein the
beamsplitter (24) comprises one of a dichroic
beamsplitter adapted to reflect near infrared light
wavelengths and transmit visible light wavelengths
and a holographic notch filter adapted to reflect near
infrared light wavelengths.

4. A lighting system as claimed in claim 2 or in claim
3 wherein the system further comprises a second
optical element (26) disposed between the colour-
corrected light source (10) and the optical element
(104), the second optical element (26) transmitting
the colour-corrected light in a divergent emission
pattern toward the optical element input surface
(106).

5. A lighting system as claimed in any of claims 2 to 4
wherein the optical element output surface (110') is
approximately perpendicular to the input surface
(106'), and the optical element (104') comprises a
stepped surface angled between the input surface
(106') and the output surface (110'), the stepped
surface having a plurality of reflecting facets (122')
arranged such that the light is reflected by the plu-
rality of reflecting facets (122') in passing from the
input surface (106') to the output surface (110' ) .
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6. A lighting system as claimed in any of claims 2 to 4
wherein the optical element comprises a thin-sheet
optical element (104') comprising an aspherical en-
trance surface (106') for collimating light passing
through the entrance surface (106'), a substantially
planar exit surface (110') generally perpendicular to
an axis of symmetry of the entrance surface, and a
stepped surface opposing the substantially planar
exit surface having a plurality of steps generally par-
allel to the exit surface separated by associated an-
gled facets (122') disposed at an angle to reflect the
light passing through the entrance surface (106')
and out the exit surface (110').

7. A lighting system as claimed in any of claims 1 to 6
wherein the near infrared light source (20) is a laser
diode transmitting light wavelengths between ap-
proximately 800nm-900nm and the visible light
source is a light source emitting light having wave-
lengths between approximately 400-600 nm.

8. A lighting system as claimed in claim 1 wherein the
means to utilise the light emitted from the two light
sources and produce a desired colour corrected
light emission pattern comprises a first optical ele-
ment (104) disposed a distance from the near infra-
red light source (20), the first optical element (104)
having an input surface (106) for receiving light from
the near infrared light source (20) and an output sur-
face (110)for emitting the received light in a desired
emission pattern and a second optical element
(105) disposed a distance from the visible light
source (22), the second optical element (105) hav-
ing an input surface (106) for receiving light from
the visible light source (22) and an output surface
(110) for emitting the received light in a desired
emission pattern, the first and second optical ele-
ments (104 and 105) being arranged such that the
emission patterns of each optical element (104,
105) are substantially identical and overlapping to
form a single colour-corrected light emission pat-
tern.

9. A lighting system as claimed in claim 8 wherein the
first and second optical elements comprise sub-
stantially planar, thin-sheet optical elements (104,
105) and the first and second optical elements (104
and 105) are substantially identical and arranged in
parallel.

10. A lighting system as claimed in claim 8 or in claim
9 wherein the output surface (110) of each of the
first and second optical elements (104, 105) is ap-
proximately perpendicular to the input surface
(106), and each optical element (104, 105) compris-
es a stepped surface angled between the input sur-
face and the output surface, the stepped surface
having a plurality of reflecting facets (122a, 122b,

122c, 122d) arranged such that the light is reflected
by the plurality of reflecting facets (122a, 122b,
122c, 122d) in passing from the input surface (106)
to the output surface (110).

11. A night vision system characterised in that the
night vision system comprises a lighting system as
claimed in any of claims 1 to 10, a camera adapted
to receive near infrared light from the near infrared
light source reflected off an object within a field of
view of the camera and a display arranged to re-
ceive data from the camera and display the detect-
ed objects.
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